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ONE IN EIGHT TIP AND RUN RAIDERS DOWN

One in every eight of the German aircraft engaged in this winter' s

"tip and run" raids has been destroyed by Fighter Command patrols. This

is nearly three times the number which the enemy has succeeded in inter-

cepting of our fighter-bombers operating over the coast of France and

the Low Countries, wheremore over, our fighters have penetrated for

more deeply into enemy territory.

Giving this information in a recent interview on the subject

of daylight attacks, a Royal Air Force officer emphasised that even such

a high rate ofmortality among the raiders as 12 1/2% is by no means a
matter

for complacency. Those concerned are not by any means sitting back on

this achievement and a number of measures are being taken which will, it

is hoped, make these attacks still more costly for the raiders* What

these are, of course, cannot be stated, and it would be quite wrong to

make optimistic forecasts that these attacks will be defeated altogether,
for the south coast is in the front line.

The problem of intercepting low-flying raiders is not easy to solve*

In the first place, speed has revolutionised air warfare, even in the last

two years* The formations of Heinkels and Dorniers which flow high over

the Channel in the Battle of Britain like great flocks of geese, were

usually travelling at 150-180 miles an hour* Per the daylight raids of

today the enemy is mostly using his fastest fighters - the Me. 109 and

the F.W.190 - with a speed of 300 - 360 miles an hour. Doubling the

speed has, in front, halved the width of the Channel. Even when the

enemy flies high in clear weather, and all is in favour of detection and

interception, more than 5 minutes warning cannot often he expected.

But the enemy has now adopted the tactics, which we taught him

ourselves, of crossing the Channel at wave-top height (0 feet") or of

coming in at 1,000 ft. or so in cloud* Our radio-location system is

highly efficient and is constantly being improved, but it is characteristic

of all systems, German as well as ours, that they are not entirely
reliable at low levels. Both sides make use of this fact, or of the

presence of cloud, or of both. Flying low also makes the raiders a more

difficult target, both for fighters and for guns, and simplifies the

actual job of bombing,
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The enemy has an advantage over us in that he is not attempting to attack

specific targets: one is as good as another to him, and this makes a difference

when every second is precious. In recent weeks the average length of stay over-

land by enemy
raiders has teen from three to four minutes, during which time they

may cover some 20 miles, and may attack any one of a dozen towns and villages.
It follows that no one living on or near the coast can be guaranteed any warning

of the approach of "tip andrun” raiders, unless the whole area is tobe kept con-

tinuously under alert.

Fourtunately the Royal Air Force has a weapon admirably suited to deal with

these pests - the Hawker Typhoon. This powerful new fighter, with its Rapier

Sabre engine, has the speed to catch the F.W. 190, and the armament to blow it to

pieces. The enemy pilots know this, as a German front line reporter, recently

broadcasting on a visit to a French base, frankly admitted:-

"They all
look",

he said, "as if they had a

very greet strain behind them, yet they were away

for less than an hour. That is because this short

time calls for such concentration, physical exertion

and flying skill that the airmen, after the tension

has been relaxed, are just as exhausted as airmen who

have flown thousands of miles in a heavy bomber".

These Typhoons are on the job, as the enemy pilots know only too well, and to

their cost. We do not see them very often. That is because they must be out to

seaward if they are affectively to intercept raiders. We do not see many of the

Navy’s warships that are guarding our seaplane's, and for exactly the same reason,

because the place, at Which.they can do their job effectively is out of our sight;
but they are there none the, less, often twenty miles or more put to sea.

One stretch of the south coast-, on which Typhoons are operating, has an

interesting record since the beginning of thisyear. Altogether 64 enemy aircraft

have attempted raids in this area, 44 of these crossed the coast - the remaining
20 turned back. 37 of the 44 made. some sort of - attack - 18 in weather which made

defensive flying-impossible. Of the 64, ten were destroyed by. fighters (9 of them

well out at sea on their way in) and two by light A.A. guns. While six others

were damaged. Thus, for 37 attacks actually delivered, which normally consist-of

one 500 kilo (1,000 lb.) bomb, the enemy lost 12 fighters and probably more - at

least one fighter and pilot for every three bombs.

No one would wish to minimise the suffering and hardship caused by these,

shameless attacks on villages, schools and shops, but it may be some satisfaction

to the districts affected to know that the enemy’s "tip and run" raids are only

possible at the cost of such a heavy toll in men and machines, which he badly needs

for Russia and North Africa.
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